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Donald Trump said last Thursday that the new sanctions imposed on Tehran are already
working.

 Excuse? The missile attacks on bases that house U.S. troops in Iraq.

 "Already done. We have expanded them. They were very severe, but now they have increased.
”

 And he added without further explanation: "I just recently approved them with the Treasury."

 The president had promised hours earlier "additional punitive sanctions" in retaliation for the
attack.

 Seen by experts, he recalled the Associated France Press (AFP), as a moderate response to
the assassination of Iranian General Qasem Soleimani.

 The latter, in a North American strike with drones in Baghdad.

 According to the Pentagon, there were eleven missiles fired by Iran that reached the air base of
Ain al Asad (west) and another in the north used by North Americans and allied forces.
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 With these types of sanctions, said AFP, Washington's non-military response "was seen as a
sign of good will to calm down the escalation of the conflict."

 Iran (...) hit us with missiles. They shouldn't have done that. Fortunately for them, nobody was
injured, nobody was killed,” Trump repeated on Thursday.

 And then he added:

 "They are very affected by the sanctions."

 “They can strengthen their country's economy very quickly if they wish. We'll see if they
negotiate or not. ”

 Amid that apparently conciliatory atmosphere, Vice President Mike Pence said that Trump will
ask his European allies to nullify the nuclear pact signed with Iran.

 That agreement, observers recalled, was in the process of extinction since the United States
withdrew from the commitment.

 Pence was blunt: The president will ask our allies to withdraw from the "disastrous nuclear
agreement with Iran" and demand that they give up their long history of terrorist violence.

 As well as its nuclear ambitions, and join the family of nations.

 Pence made his statements during an interview with the far-right "Fox & Friends."

 Some indicated Trump's friction with Britain, France, Germany and other NATO members,
since the U.S. backed down in 2018 from the nuclear agreement negotiated by Barack Obama.

 Your excuse to do so? That it granted Tehran too many economic benefits without preventing
that at some point it will build a nuclear weapon.

 Great Britain, France, Germany, the European Union, China, and Russia have not left the
agreement.

 Another proof that corroborates how uncertain it is to establish any sort of obligation with Trump
and his tribe.

 All of this, when in reality, the fiery episode between Washington and Iran doesn’t seem to
have end, in the first place.  
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